Yellowknife Shooting
Club Summer 2013
Newsletter
We have an exciting summer of scheduled
events coming up. Please take a minute to
check out the club calendar and facebook
page.(https://www.facebook.com/pages/Yello
wknife-Shooting-Club). Handgun is shooting
most Monday evenings, Trap on
Wednesdays, Silhouette on Thursdays and
the first and third Sunday of each month.
Many weekends have scheduled matches
during the day, come on out and give one of
these disciplines a try.

placed in garbage cans provided.
When arriving at the range check to
ensure no one is down range setting
targets or conducting range maintenance
before setting up and shooting.
Never handle an uncased firearm while
people are down range.
No movement forward of the 100 yard line
on the High Power Range until the Pistol,
silhouette and plinking ranges are safe.
There is a possible ricochet danger from
shots on the Handgun range.

Membership in the club is at an all time high.
The ranges are getting a lot of use, and at
times, are crowded. It is always important to
handle and use our firearms in a safe fashion,
why not take a minute and review the
All shooting will stop on all ranges when
Range Safety and Etiquette Rules.

Hearing protection is mandatory and eye
protection is recommended any time live
firing is taking place.
All will display a current membership
badge or guest card while on the range.
Pick up and dispose of all spent hull and
brass, a brass recycling container is
present on the High Power range.
Used targets are to be removed from
target backers, and with other refuse to

low flying aircraft are crossing the range
(under 153 m or 500 ft.).
If you have been out to the range, you
hopefully have noticed the new message
boards and signage. Please take a moment
to review the New Range Orders (posted
June 24, 2013) and other information posted
there.

Restricted and Prohibited Log Book
At the behest of the Chief Firearms Officer
there is a usuage log for restricted and
prohibited firearms. The log book, found on

the storage bin, asks only for a membership
number, date and range used. Please fill this
logbook out when shooting with your
restricted and prohibited guns, but do not add
information which personally identifies you
publically - just use your membership
number.
Handgun Section Mondays!
The handgun section of the Yellowknife
shooting club, has Monday night as their
weekly get together. This year we hope to run
a mini match every league night. The
advantage to this is that we can take the top
six scores for a club ranking. Our regular
season starts on Monday May 6/2013
weather permitting. This would also be a
great time to get any new members to come
out and participate. The league night fees are
as follows:
Single member $50.00 yearly
Family $75.00 yearly
Per night drop in fee $10.00
The fee’s go towards targets and other
consumables.
For more information, please contact:
Craig Janz 446-2478
J.P. Landry 445-3953

Any Interest in an Archery Section?
Attention archers, bowhunters, and interested
shooters. If you're a veteran, novice, or
beginner archer and you want to practice

more often and meet with like-minded
individuals, then let's get organized and
develop our own Archery section to the
Yellowknife Shooting Club. It would be great
to have a year-round archery with club
targets, and bow tuning equipment. We just
need to get organized and make this happen.
So, if you're an experienced archer or if
you're interested in getting into archery, then
drop me an email and we'll make this happen.
Contact Murray
Somers: murray_somers@theedge.ca

Silhouette Thursdays
The silhouette section shoots smallbore
silhouette every Thursday evening with the
range open about 6pm and the match at
7:00pm. The section also hosts a smallbore
match the first Sunday of the month, and a
highpower cowboy match the third Sunday of
the month. No previous experience
necessary, why not come out a give it a try.
For more information, please contact Brent
Rausch 920-2612

Notice to Rifle Shooters
The Silhouette Division will be leaving our high power targets out on the range this
summer. The chicken swinger at 200 metres and the pig, turkey and ram swingers at
300 metres are extra hard steel (AR600 grade) and can be shot with just about
anything. You are welcome to shoot at these, but please, do not shoot them with
armor piercing solid points or with any of the really fast calibers (over 3500 fps).
Even though these targets are extra hard, they just will not take that much
punishment.
The regular high power silhouette targets, made of softer T1 steel, will be locked up
on the ground behind the 50, 100, 150 and 200 metre berms. We don’t want to have
to haul them out every week, so we ask your cooperation in leaving them where they
are and not shooting at them except at Silhouette Section events. A magnum will
chop right through these and anything faster than a 30/30 will cause damage at
ranges less than 200 metres.
If you are interested in high power rifle silhouette, and want to clobber a few with the
big rifle, feel free to shoot the gongs, or come to the Cowboy Rifle matches or help us
drag the full size targets to the longer rifle distances where they will not be damaged
by reasonable use.
Thanks for your cooperation.
Brent Rausch, Bob Reid & Breck Prescott Silhouette Directors

